
SAMPLE PAPER 

CLASS – VII  

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

 
1. ______________ are the wandering people. 1 
2. ______________ is the writings of saints lives. 1 
3. ______________ sacked and plundered the city of Delhi in 1739. 1 
4. A _____________ market held on a specific day of the week. 1 
5. The person who buys and sells goods in large quantity is called ____________. 1 
6. Toucans are the type of _____________ found in rainforests of Amazon. 1 

State whether true or false- 
7. Advertisements have a strong influence on our lives. 1 
8. “Chir,Pine and Cedar are important variety of trees found in Mediterranean Regions’’ 1 
9. The units of 87 villages were called Chaurasi. 1 
10. Who are Nayanars and Alvars? 1 
11. What is Population density? 1 
12. What is the other name of Ladakh? 1 
13. Why do people prefer going to the weekly market? 1 
14. Write the full form of TMS. 1 
15. What are the main reasons of inequality in India? 1 
16. On what basis people are being discriminated? 1 
17. Hemis in Ladakh is a famous- 1 

a. Monastery 
b. Church 
c. Temple 
d. Glacier 

18. Steppes grassland is found in- 1 
a. South Africa 
b. North America 
c. Australia 
d. Central Asia 

19. Define Consumer. 1 
20. Identify the picture. 1 

 



21. Why do ordinary people preserve the memory of Mirabai? 3 

22. What were the policies adopted by Asaf Jah to strengthen his position? 3 

23. Read the source given below and answer the questions that follows- 3 

Sufis were Muslim mystics.They rejected outward religiosity and emphasized love 

and devotion to God and compassion towards all fellow human beings.Islam  

propagated strict monotheism or submission to one God. It also rejected idol 

worship into collective prayers.At the same time Muslim scholars developed  

a holy law called Shariat. The Sufis sought union with God much as a lover seeks 

his beloved with a disregard for the world.They developed elaborate methods  

of instructions and ritual practice.  

a. What was the idea propagated by Islam? 

b. What is the holy law of Muslims Called? 

c. What did Sufis believe in? 

24. What do you understand by the word ’brand’? Mention any two reasons why 

building brand is central to advertising? 3 

25. What do you mean by social advertisement? What is the main aim of social  

advertising?  

26. What is meant by the expression ‘ power over the ballot box’? 3 

27. Differentiate between Tropical Evergreen and Tropical Deciduous forest. 3 

Or 

             Write any three features of Coniferous forests. 

28. What are Velds? Explain the climatic condition of the Prairies. 3 

29. What is slash and burn technique? 3 

30. Read the source given below and answer the questions that follows- 5
Tourism is a major activity with several tourists streaming in from within india and  
abroad. Visits to the gompas, treks to see the meadows amd glaciers, witnessing 
ceremonies and festivities are important activities.Life of people is undergoing  
change due to modernisation.But the people of ladakh have over the centuries 
learned to live in balance and harmony with nature.Due to scarcity of resources 
like fuel and water, they are used with reverence and care.Nothing is discarded or  
wasted. 
a. Why do several tourists visit Ladakh? 
b. How are people of Ladakh living in balance and harmony with nature? 
c. What is the reason behind the changing life of people of Ladakh? 

31. What climatic conditions of Amazon basin support such a huge variety of flora 

 and fauna? What are the various activities of people in Amazon basin? 5 

32. What changes took place in the Varna based society? 5 

Or 

What were the major teachings of Baba Guru Nanak? 

33. What were the major beliefs and practices of the Sufis? 5 

34. In what ways is a hawker different from a shop owner? Explain the role of retailer 

in the ‘’Chain of the market.’’ 5 

35. What do you mean by Equality? What role does the constitution play in people  

struggle for Equality?  5  



 

36. Mark the following on an outline map of India- 3 

a. Awadh 

b. Berads 

c. Maravars 

37. Mark the following on the political map of North America- 3 

a. Caribbean  sea 

b. Prairies 

c. USA 

 


